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Tracker's TREASURESTracker's TREASURES

If we’re honest with ourselves, we all seek to be

known by others. We may want to be

recognized and admired for our intelligence,

athleticism, finances, or musical talent. Our

very identity can become linked to these

things, and we seek popularity and success

over what matters most.

Today we studied Genesis 11 and learned

about a group of people who had a desire to

be known by many. They wanted to make a

name for themselves by building a giant tower

called the “Tower of Babel.” Their actions and

motives demonstrated that their focus was on

themselves rather than God, and we learned

about the results they experienced for trying to

make themselves great. This week, ask God to

help you discern what is most important to

your family and what you truly desire.
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The Tower of Babel

is built.
Genesis 11:1-9

Genesis 11:1-4

Genesis 11:5-7

Genesis 11:8-9

Galatians 1:10

Galatians 2:20

Hey parents!

Take the Family Challenge
Build a Tower of Babel out of toothpicks

and mini-marshmallows or LEGO®

bricks. See how high you can build

 it. As a family, talk about the Bible

lesson and discuss the Know Right

questions inside this issue.

YOU DID IT!
When you’ve completed this week’s Family Challenge, bring this coupon back

to your teacher and receive five Tracker Tickets!

Name:_______________________________________ Parent’s initials:___________
Bonus: Check the box if you completed the daily devos and receive five bonus Tracker Tickets.

Publication in its original format provided by:

2693 W Grand Chute Blvd | Appleton, WI 54913 | dlglobal.org
Copyright 2020 Appleton Alliance Association - Y1 Q1 L7

Answers to the Know Right questions: 1. One. 2. To make a name for themselves and so they would not be scattered all over the

earth. 3. God’s name. 4. All over the earth. 5. To reach the heavens. 6. Have faith/trust in Jesus to save you from your sin and make

Him the leader of your life. 7. He made them speak different languages, so they could not understand each other, and He

scattered them all over the earth. 8. Yes. 9. Sovereign. 10. Answers vary.

DIG IN & 

DISCOVER!

Read the daily devotionals and
receive five bonus Tracker Tickets!

Fall 2020 - Lesson 7____________________

____________________

____________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Write a note to someone. Include your favorite verse and 

why you appreciate them.

Encouragement Coupons



Tim has been serving in icKids for 4 years with our 2nd-

3rd graders and is on the GOLD team!  He and his wife

(Angie) have 4 kids, Braden, Garrett, Reyna and Pilar. 

 They have two very special service dogs  named Amber

and Pogo.  Tim loves outdoor activities and going on bike

rides with his family.  He works at Milliman, Inc.  His all

time favorite food is pizza, especially Lou Malnati's pizza!   

Tim's favorite Bible verse is Luke 12:48b.  He always

makes learning about the Bible so much fun and icKids is

thankful to have him on our team!!!

How many languages did people speak from the time                                      

 of creation until right after the flood?

What are the two reasons that the people wanted to build a city?

Whose name should we want to make great?

Where did God want people to live?

Why did the people want to build the tower so tall?

What is God’s way, the only way, for people to go to heaven?

How did God stop the people from building the city with the tall tower?

Even though the people chose to live their way, did God’s plan still happen?

What is the special word we learned that means God has all the power?

Will you live God’s way, not your way?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Creation: bring hands up to form a world
Adam and Eve: one forearm up for each name
Sin: take your two forearms and cross them like an “X”
Cain & Abel: two thumbs up and start a thumb war with yourself
Noah obeyed: take your fist and pound it into your hand
A flood with a promise: bring arms up like a flood and go up until you
form a rainbow with your hands
The Tower of Babel, Babel, Babel: create a pointed tower over your head

Review the hand motions for each lesson:

KNOW RIGHTKNOW RIGHTKNOW RIGHT

THINK RIGHTTHINK RIGHTTHINK RIGHT

DO RIGHTDO RIGHTDO RIGHT

FEEL RIGHTFEEL RIGHTFEEL RIGHT

The Tower of Babel is built. 

Ephesians 2:8-9 (DL Top 12)

I will do things
God’s way, not
my way.

I can feel focused when I do
things God’s way, not my way.

GET ON TRACK!

Keep a journal this week. Every time you choose God’s

way, not your way, write it down. At the end of the week,

read your entries and see how you feel about your week.

Look up Ephesians 2:8-9 in your Bible and highlight it. 

Then fill in the blanks:

Leader Spotlight

Cut out the box

to the right and

attach it to your

mirror as a

reminder.

Keep growing in your faith! Go on a color scavenger hunt in your home. Find objects
that are the colors of the Wordless Book. Then explain the Wordless Book to your
family using the objects.           Gold      Dark      Red      Clean      Green

Answers on back.

I WILL DOI WILL DOI WILL DO
THINGSTHINGSTHINGS

GOD'S WAY,GOD'S WAY,GOD'S WAY,
NOT MYNOT MYNOT MY

WAY!WAY!WAY!

“FOR IT IS BY __________ YOU HAVE BEEN SAVED, THROUGH __________ -

AND THIS IS NOT FROM ____________, IT IS THE GIFT OF GOD - NOT BY

_________, SO THAT NO ONE CAN __________.”

Memorization Tip:
Struggling to memorize
the books of the Bible?
With your parent’s 
help, go to YouTube 
and find your 
favorite books 
of the Bible 
song.


